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At ElDorado, we constantly 
improve our product and reserve 

the right to change specifications 
without notice. Some features 

shown are non-standard upgrades.

The largest of the ElDorado “Aero” product line, the AeroElite accommodates up to 33 
passengers. The AeroElite’s steel-reinforced composite fiberglass body, built on two 

heavy-duty chassis options, is highly rust, impact and corrosion resistant with a sleek 
style that withstands time and the toughest of environments.

Safety is essential . As such, ElDorado is one of the most highly tested products in 
the industry.  Our steel -reinforced  structure demonstrates both exceptional impact 

resistance and the ability to dissipate versus absorbing energy. This ability both 
minimizes and localizes structural damage in the event of an impact resulting in 

greater passenger safety and reduced repair costs.

Premium features such as an easy to use EP4 modular electrical system, 1,000 
hour salt spray primer, tinted windows, commercial seats, and all LED lighting come 

standard or available on every vehicle. With many specialized options available, we can 
build the ideal blend of beauty and durability for your specific applications. 

SPECIFICATIONS

MODEL 270F 290F 320F 270N 290N 320N

Maximum Passenger Capacity 25 29 33 25 29 33

Standard Entrance Door 36” 30”

Overall Height 120” 124.5”

Overall Length with Bumper 337” 361” 398” 328” 357” 389”

Overall Width with No Mirrors 96”

Wheelbase 205” 229” 237” 193” 205” 217”

GVWR
19,500 23,500

*Varies based on option selected.  **Various passenger/wheelchair configurations available.

POPULAR FLOOR PLANS

AeroElite 270
15 + 2 with Font Lift

AeroElite 290
20 + 2 with Rear Lift

AeroElite 320
24 + 2 with Rear Lift

AeroElite 320
29 Passenger with Rear Luggage

Entry stepwell features a sturdy hand-rail 
and LED guide lights for added safety.

Aerodynamic front cap 
accommodates signage, 
large lockable storage or 
viewing window  

Large overhead storage 
bins keep smaller carry-ons 
safely out of the way

The AeroElite steel-reinforced 
composite body has a lower sound 

transmission rate which offers a 
quieter ride and improved insulation.

Available on Ford 
F550 and Navistar 
chassis with gas, 
diesel, CNG and 
electric options.


